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organize sales, marketing and your business for success. If your organization is starting a new venture, and
you're thinking how to successfully organize sales, marketing and business development you need The Four
Steps to the Epiphany. Essential reading for anyone starting something new.
Lean Mobile App Development - Mike van Drongelen 2017-11-28
Develop lean iOS and Android apps using industry standard techniques and lean development practices.
About This Book Build ready-to-deploy apps with less iterations and shorter development times Adopt the
lean startup methodologies to develop iOS and Android apps that shine in the App Store This hands-on
guide puts continuous innovation into practice to develop successful mobile apps Who This Book Is For This
book is for developers, CTOs, and architects working for a startup or another kind of lean startup
environment, such as start-up within a cooperation. It is is ideal for any iOS and Android developer who
wants to build successful mobile apps by adopting the lean startup methodology. What You Will Learn
Apply the lean startup methodology to real Android and iOS development Define what your hypotheses are
by creating an Minimal Viable Product Validate your idea against the Business Model Canvas Gather
feedback through statistics and by getting user comments, learn from it, and adapt your app accordingly
Develop skills and devise strategies to build versatile and flexible apps that meet changing business
requirements Investigate the possibilities when you need to pivot your start-up idea whether in a startup or
an established business. Create a successful app and get tips on how to boostconversion and how to
optimize the on boardingprocess. In Detail Lean is the ultimate methodology for creating a startup that
succeeds. Sounds great from a theoretical point of view, but what does that mean for you as an a technical
co-founder or mobile developer? By applying the Lean Start-up methodology to your mobile App
development, it will become so much easier to build apps that take Google Play or the App Store by storm.
This book shows you how to bring together smarter business processes with technical know-how. It makes
no sense to develop a brilliant app for six months or longer only to find out later that nobody is interested in
it. Build a Minimum Viable Product (MVP) first. Validate your hypotheses early and often. Discover effective
product development strategies that let you put Facebook's famous axiom "move fast and break things" into
practice. A great app without visibility and marketing clout is nothing, so use this book to market your app,
making use of effective metrics that help you track and iterate all aspects of project performance. Style and
approach This book takes a hands-on approach to developing apps through the Lean Start-up Methodology.
Following a 50% business and 50% tech approach, this book is filled with practical examples and real-world
experiments.
Lean B2B - Étienne Garbugli 2014-03-25
« This is a must read for every B2B entrepreneur, SaaS creator or consultant and business school student.
It's the kind of book you don't read once, you go back to it on a regular basis. » - Carmen Gerea, CEO & Cofounder, UsabilityChefs Lean B2B helps entrepreneurs and innovators quickly find traction in the
enterprise. Packed with more than 20 case studies and used by thousands around the world, Lean B2B
consolidates the best thinking around Business- to-Business (B2B) customer development to help
entrepreneurs and innovators focus on the right things each step of the way, leaving as little as possible to
luck. The book helps: • Assess the market potential of opportunities to find the right opportunity for your
team • Find early adopters, quickly establish credibility and convince business stakeholders to work with

Flutter Complete Reference - Alberto Miola 2020-09-30
Flutter is Google's UI toolkit for creating beautiful and native applications for mobile, desktop and web
from a single Dart codebase. In this book we cover in detail the Dart programming language (version 2.10,
with null safety support) and the Flutter framework (version 1.20). While reading the chapters, you'll find a
lot of good practices, tips and performance advices to build high quality products. The book is divided in 3
parts. PART 1: It's about the Dart programming language (classes, exceptions, inheritance, null safety,
streams, SOLID principles...). PART 2. It's about the Flutter framework (localization, routing, state
management with Bloc and Provider, testing, performances with DevTools, animations...). PART 3. It's a
long collection of examples (using Firestore, monetizing apps, using gestures, networking, publishing
packages at pub.dev, race recognition with ML kits, playing audio and video...). The official website of the
book contains the complete source code of the examples and a "Quiz Game" to test your Dart and Flutter
skills!
Traction - Justin Mares 2014-08-26
Most startups end in failure. Almost every failed startup has a product. What failed startups don't have are
enough customers. Traction Book changes that. We provide startup founders and employees with the
framework successful companies use to get traction. It helps you determine which marketing channel will
be your key to growth. "If you can get even a single distribution channel to work, you have a great
business." -- Peter Thiel, billionare PayPal founder The number one traction mistake founders and
employees make is not dedicating as much time to traction as they do to developing a product. This
shortsighted approach has startups trying random tactics -- some ads, a blog post or two -- in an
unstructured way that will likely fail. We developed our traction framework called Bullseye with the help of
the founders behind several of the biggest companies and organizations in the world like Jimmy Wales
(Wikipedia), Alexis Ohanian (Reddit), Paul English (Kayak.com), Alex Pachikov (Evernote) and more. We
interviewed over forty successful founders and researched countless more traction stories -- pulling out the
repeatable tactics and strategies they used to get traction. "Many entrepreneurs who build great products
simply don't have a good distribution strategy." -- Mark Andreessen, venture capitalist Traction will show
you how some of the biggest internet companies have grown, and give you the same tools and framework to
get traction.
The Four Steps to the Epiphany - Steve Blank 2013-05-01
The bestselling classic that launched 10,000 startups and new corporate ventures - The Four Steps to the
Epiphany is one of the most influential and practical business books of all time. The Four Steps to the
Epiphany launched the Lean Startup approach to new ventures. It was the first book to offer that startups
are not smaller versions of large companies and that new ventures are different than existing ones.
Startups search for business models while existing companies execute them. The book offers the practical
and proven four-step Customer Development process for search and offers insight into what makes some
startups successful and leaves others selling off their furniture. Rather than blindly execute a plan, The
Four Steps helps uncover flaws in product and business plans and correct them before they become costly.
Rapid iteration, customer feedback, testing your assumptions are all explained in this book. Packed with
concrete examples of what to do, how to do it and when to do it, the book will leave you with new skills to
lean-customer-development
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you • Find and prioritize business problems in corporations and identify the stakeholders with the power to
influence a purchase decision • Create a minimum viable product and a compelling offer, validate a solution
and evaluate whether your team has found product-market fit • Identify and avoid common challenges
faced by entrepreneurs and learn ninja techniques to speed up product-market validation « The book will
pay itself off in the first couple of pages! » - Ben Sardella, Co-Founder, Datanyze ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 86% of Readers
Rated it 5-Stars ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ « Treat this book like a map to show you where you are and a compass to show you
the direction. I wish I could have read it 2 or 3 years ago. » – Jonathan Gebauer, Founder, exploreB2B «
Lean B2B is filled with rock-solid advice for technology entrepreneurs who want a rapid-growth trajectory.
Read it to increase your certainty and your success rate. » - Jill Konrath, Author of AGILE SELLING and
Selling to Big Companies « Probably the most slept on book in the Lean startup market right now.... There
is no sugarcoating here. Garbugli tells you exactly what needs to happen and how to make it happen...
literally holds your hand and spells it out. I was really impressed with the overall depth and advice
presented. » - AJ, B2B Entrepreneur « The book I read of which I have learned the most. » - Etienne Thouin,
Founder and CTO, SQLNext Software « This book is essential reading for would-be entrepreneurs who face
the daunting task of entering B2B markets. » – Paul Gillin, Co-Author, Social Marketing to the Business
Customer
Jobs to Be Done - Anthony W. Ulwick 2016-10-25
Why do some innovation projects succeed where others fail? The book reveals the business implications of
Jobs Theory and explains how to put Jobs Theory into practice using Outcome-Driven Innovation.
Running Lean - Ash Maurya 2012-02-28
Offers a systematic approach to product/market fit, discussing customer involvment, optimal time to obtain
funding, and when to change the plan.
The Lean Product Playbook - Dan Olsen 2015-05-21
The missing manual on how to apply Lean Startup to build products that customers love The Lean Product
Playbook is a practical guide to building products that customers love. Whether you work at a startup or a
large, established company, we all know that building great products is hard. Most new products fail. This
book helps improve your chances of building successful products through clear, step-by-step guidance and
advice. The Lean Startup movement has contributed new and valuable ideas about product development
and has generated lots of excitement. However, many companies have yet to successfully adopt Lean
thinking. Despite their enthusiasm and familiarity with the high-level concepts, many teams run into
challenges trying to adopt Lean because they feel like they lack specific guidance on what exactly they
should be doing. If you are interested in Lean Startup principles and want to apply them to develop winning
products, this book is for you. This book describes the Lean Product Process: a repeatable, easy-to-follow
methodology for iterating your way to product-market fit. It walks you through how to: Determine your
target customers Identify underserved customer needs Create a winning product strategy Decide on your
Minimum Viable Product (MVP) Design your MVP prototype Test your MVP with customers Iterate rapidly
to achieve product-market fit This book was written by entrepreneur and Lean product expert Dan Olsen
whose experience spans product management, UX design, coding, analytics, and marketing across a variety
of products. As a hands-on consultant, he refined and applied the advice in this book as he helped many
companies improve their product process and build great products. His clients include Facebook, Box,
Hightail, Epocrates, and Medallia. Entrepreneurs, executives, product managers, designers, developers,
marketers, analysts and anyone who is passionate about building great products will find The Lean Product
Playbook an indispensable, hands-on resource.
Lean Software Development - Mary Poppendieck 2003-05-08
Lean Software Development: An Agile Toolkit Adapting agile practices to your development organization
Uncovering and eradicating waste throughout the software development lifecycle Practical techniques for
every development manager, project manager, and technical leader Lean software development: applying
agile principles to your organization In Lean Software Development, Mary and Tom Poppendieck identify
seven fundamental "lean" principles, adapt them for the world of software development, and show how they
can serve as the foundation for agile development approaches that work. Along the way, they introduce 22
"thinking tools" that can help you customize the right agile practices for any environment. Better, cheaper,
lean-customer-development
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faster software development. You can have all three–if you adopt the same lean principles that have already
revolutionized manufacturing, logistics and product development. Iterating towards excellence: software
development as an exercise in discovery Managing uncertainty: "decide as late as possible" by building
change into the system. Compressing the value stream: rapid development, feedback, and improvement
Empowering teams and individuals without compromising coordination Software with integrity: promoting
coherence, usability, fitness, maintainability, and adaptability How to "see the whole"–even when your
developers are scattered across multiple locations and contractors Simply put, Lean Software Development
helps you refocus development on value, flow, and people–so you can achieve breakthrough quality,
savings, speed, and business alignment.
The Lean Startup - Eric Ries 2017-02
In The Lean Startup the successful serial entrepreneur Eric Ries throws traditional thinking out of the
window, and presents his radically new methodology for building a successful business. Most startups, says
Ries, fail - but they fail for preventable reasons. 'Lean thinking' is the key to success, and represents the
next paradigm shift in business management. Most people assume that the key to a lucrative business is
expert management, a high-performance product and good customer service. But the real secret, Ries
argues, is creating things that people want to buy in the first place. Startups generally fail not because of
missed deadlines, faulty products or blown budgets, but because entrepreneurs are too focused on their
vision, on their great new idea, and don't know what it is that their customers really want. The solution,
according to Ries, is 'lean thinking' and 'validated learning'. Rather than designing an elaborate business
plan and committing large amounts of financial and human resources from the start, first find out what you
can about your potential customers. And rather than adopting a static, product-centric approach, test your
idea on your customers: respond to their feedback, and constantly be prepared to adjust your product, as
well as your business.
Lean Customer Development - Cindy Alvarez 2017-08-30
How do you develop products that people will actually use and buy? This practical guide shows you how to
validate product and company ideas through customer development research—before you waste months
and millions on a product or service that no one needs or wants. With a combination of open-ended
interviewing and fast and flexible research techniques, you’ll learn how your prospective customers behave,
the problems they need to solve, and what frustrates and delights them. These insights may shake your
assumptions, but they’ll help you reach the "ah-ha!" moments that inspire truly great products. Validate or
invalidate your hypothesis by talking to the right people Learn how to conduct successful customer
interviews play-by-play Detect a customer’s behaviors, pain points, and constraints Turn interview insights
into Minimum Viable Products to validate what customers will use and buy Adapt customer development
strategies for large companies, conservative industries, and existing products
Courageous Cultures - Karin Hurt 2020-07-28
From executives complaining that their teams don’t contribute ideas to employees giving up because their
input isn’t valued--company culture is the culprit. Courageous Cultures provides a road map to build a highperformance, high-engagement culture around sharing ideas, solving problems, and rewarding
contributions from all levels. Many leaders are convinced they have an open environment that encourages
employees to speak up and are shocked when they learn that employees are holding back. Employees have
ideas and want to be heard. Leadership wants to hear them. Too often, however, employees and leaders
both feel that no one cares about making things better. The disconnect typically only widens over time, with
both sides becoming more firmly entrenched in their viewpoints. Becoming a courageous culture means
building teams of microinnovators, problem solvers, and customer advocates working together. In our
world of rapid change, a courageous culture is your competitive advantage. It ensures that your company is
“sticky” for both customers and employees. In Courageous Cultures, you’ll learn practical tools that help
you: Learn the difference between microinnovators, problem solvers, and customer advocates and how they
work together. See how the latest research conducted by the authors confirms why organizations struggle
when it comes to creating strong cultures where employees are encouraged to contribute their best
thinking. Learn proven models and tools that leaders can apply throughout all levels of the organization, to
reengage and motivate employees. Understand best practices from companies around the world and learn
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how to apply these strategies and techniques in your own organization. This book provides you with the
practical tools to uncover, leverage, and scale the best ideas from every level of your organization.
UX for Lean Startups - Laura Klein 2018-11-16
p>Great user experiences (UX) are essential for products today, but designing one can be a lengthy and
expensive process. With this practical, hands-on book, you’ll learn how to do it faster and smarter using
Lean UX techniques. UX expert Laura Klein shows you what it takes to gather valuable input from
customers, build something they’ll truly love, and reduce the time it takes to get your product to market.
No prior experience in UX or design is necessary to get started. If you’re an entrepreneur or an innovator,
this book puts you right to work with proven tips and tools for researching, identifying, and designing an
intuitive, easy-to-use product. Determine whether people will buy your product before you build it Listen to
your customers throughout the product’s lifecycle Understand why you should design a test before you
design a product Get nine tools that are critical to designing your product Discern the difference between
necessary features and nice-to-haves Learn how a Minimum Viable Product affects your UX decisions Use
A/B testing in conjunction with good UX practices Speed up your product development process without
sacrificing quality
The Mom Test - Rob Fitzpatrick 2013-10-09
The Mom Test is a quick, practical guide that will save you time, money, and heartbreak. They say you
shouldn't ask your mom whether your business is a good idea, because she loves you and will lie to you.
This is technically true, but it misses the point. You shouldn't ask anyone if your business is a good idea. It's
a bad question and everyone will lie to you at least a little . As a matter of fact, it's not their responsibility to
tell you the truth. It's your responsibility to find it and it's worth doing right . Talking to customers is one of
the foundational skills of both Customer Development and Lean Startup. We all know we're supposed to do
it, but nobody seems willing to admit that it's easy to screw up and hard to do right. This book is going to
show you how customer conversations go wrong and how you can do better.
Lean Analytics - Alistair Croll 2013-04-15
Offers six sample business models and thirty case studies to help build and monetize a business.
Lean Startups for Social Change - Michel Gelobter 2015-11-02
For years, the lean startup has been revolutionizing both new and established businesses. In this eyeopening book, serial social entrepreneur Michel Gelobter shows how it can do the same for nonprofits.
Traditionally, whether creating a new business or a new program, entrepreneurs in all sectors develop a
plan, find money to fund it, and pursue it to its conclusion. The problem is, over time conditions can change
drastically—but you're locked into your plan. The lean startup is all about agility and flexibility. Its mantra
is “build, measure, learn”: create small experimental initiatives, quickly get real-world feedback on them,
and use that data to expand what works and discard what doesn't. Using dozens of social sector examples,
Gelobter walks you through the process. The standard approach wastes time and money. The lean startup
will help your organization vastly increase the good it does.
The Lean Startup - Eric Ries 2011-09-13
Most startups fail. But many of those failures are preventable. The Lean Startup is a new approach being
adopted across the globe, changing the way companies are built and new products are launched. Eric Ries
defines a startup as an organization dedicated to creating something new under conditions of extreme
uncertainty. This is just as true for one person in a garage or a group of seasoned professionals in a Fortune
500 boardroom. What they have in common is a mission to penetrate that fog of uncertainty to discover a
successful path to a sustainable business. The Lean Startup approach fosters companies that are both more
capital efficient and that leverage human creativity more effectively. Inspired by lessons from lean
manufacturing, it relies on “validated learning,” rapid scientific experimentation, as well as a number of
counter-intuitive practices that shorten product development cycles, measure actual progress without
resorting to vanity metrics, and learn what customers really want. It enables a company to shift directions
with agility, altering plans inch by inch, minute by minute. Rather than wasting time creating elaborate
business plans, The Lean Startup offers entrepreneurs—in companies of all sizes—a way to test their vision
continuously, to adapt and adjust before it’s too late. Ries provides a scientific approach to creating and
managing successful startups in a age when companies need to innovate more than ever.
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The Startup Owner's Manual - Steve Blank 2020-03-17
More than 100,000 entrepreneurs rely on this book for detailed, step-by-step instructions on building
successful, scalable, profitable startups. The National Science Foundation pays hundreds of startup teams
each year to follow the process outlined in the book, and it's taught at Stanford, Berkeley, Columbia and
more than 100 other leading universities worldwide. Why? The Startup Owner's Manual guides you, stepby-step, as you put the Customer Development process to work. This method was created by renowned
Silicon Valley startup expert Steve Blank, co-creator with Eric Ries of the "Lean Startup" movement and
tested and refined by him for more than a decade. This 608-page how-to guide includes over 100 charts,
graphs, and diagrams, plus 77 valuable checklists that guide you as you drive your company toward
profitability. It will help you: • Avoid the 9 deadly sins that destroy startups' chances for success • Use the
Customer Development method to bring your business idea to life • Incorporate the Business Model Canvas
as the organizing principle for startup hypotheses • Identify your customers and determine how to "get,
keep and grow" customers profitably • Compute how you'll drive your startup to repeatable, scalable
profits. The Startup Owner's Manual was originally published by K&S Ranch Publishing Inc. and is now
available from Wiley. The cover, design, and content are the same as the prior release and should not be
considered a new or updated product.
The 7 Day Startup - Dan Norris 2016-11
From generating ideas to gaining your first paying customers. This is the bootstrapper's bible for launching
your next product. 1. Why validation isn't the answer 2. How to evaluate your business idea 3. How to
choose a business name fast 4. How to build a website in 1 day for under $100 5. 10 proven ways to market
a business quickly
Developing Lean Customer Service at Glamox - Per Engelseth 2016
Glamox is a fairly large lighting equipment manufacturer located in Norway. This company has been
applying Lean manufacturing principles including Kaizen continuous improvement for several years. The
case describes in detail the nature and purpose of the customer service function at Glamox; an
administrative function supporting its main business purpose of manufacturing professional lighting
equipment. This case text provides the background for widening Lean principles to encompass customer
services. Lean principles had at the time of investigation leading to the creation of this case narrative been
implemented for slightly over a year. However, the company is aware that it will never fully complete its
quest towards some form of `perfection'. Development is an incremental stepwise process improvement
journey.
Lean Product Management - Mangalam Nandakumar 2018-05-31
A guide to product management exploring the best practices: identifying the impact-driven product,
planning for success, setting up and measuring time-bound metrics, and developing a lean product
roadmap. Key Features Identifying Impact-Driven Products Investing in Key Business Outcomes Value
mapping to maintain a lean product backlog Utilizing time-bound product metrics Eliminating process
waste Book Description Lean Product Management is about finding the smartest way to build an Impact
Driven Product that can deliver value to customers and meet business outcomes when operating under
internal and external constraints. Author, Mangalam Nandakumar, is a product management expert, with
over 17 years of experience in the field. Businesses today are competing to innovate. Cost is no longer the
constraint, execution is. It is essential for any business to harness whatever competitive advantage they
can, and it is absolutely vital to deliver the best customer experience possible. The opportunities for
creating impact are there, but product managers have to improvise on their strategy every day in order to
capitalize on them. This is the Agile battleground, where you need to stay Lean and be able to respond to
abstract feedback from an ever shifting market. This is where Lean Product Management will help you
thrive. Lean Product Management is an essential guide for product managers, and to anyone embarking on
a new product development. Mangalam Nandakumar will help you to align your product strategy with
business outcomes and customer impact. She introduces the concept of investing in Key Business Outcomes
as part of the product strategy in order to provide an objective metric about which product idea and
strategy to pursue. You will learn how to create impactful end-to-end product experiences by engaging
stakeholders and reacting to external feedback. What you will learn How do you execute ideas that matter?
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How can you define the right success metrics? How can you plan for product success? How do you capture
qualitative and quantitative insights about the product? How do you know whether your product aligns to
desired business goals? What processes are slowing you down? Who this book is for If you are leading a
team that is building a new product, then this book is for you. The book is targeted at product managers,
functional leads in enterprises, business sponsors venturing into new product offerings, product
development teams, and start-up founders.
Solving Product - Étienne Garbugli 2020-08-12
“Solving Product lays out the territory, helps you see where you are, and gets you back on track when
you’re in the ditch.” – Amanda Robinson, Product Manager at Salesfloor - Solving Product isn’t your typical
business book. It’s not a book that was written to be read front to back, then simply put away. Solving
Product was carefully designed to help product teams and entrepreneurs reveal the gaps in their business
models, find new avenues for growth, and systematically overcome their next hurdles by leveraging the
greatest resource at their disposal: customers. No matter where you are in the product growth cycle—at
the idea stage, at maturity, or somewhere in between—Solving Product will help you: - Gain clarity: Reveal
gaps and blindsides, know exactly what challenges you’re facing; - Overcome blockers: Lay out clear action
plans to fix the most pressing issues and get your business moving forward, fast; - Ignite growth: Find new
approaches to get your product growing. The book contains more than 25 case studies and actionable
advice from hundreds of product leaders and customer research experts. Solving Product offers a simple,
unique, and wildly powerful business compass. It’s a book you’ll find yourself going back to, time and time
again.
Scaling Lean - Ash Maurya 2016
"Scaling Lean offers an invaluable blueprint for modeling startup success. You'll learn the essential metrics
that measure the output of a working business model, give you the pulse of your company, communicate its
health to investors, and enable you to make precise interventions when things go wrong, "--Amazon.com.
INSPIRED - Marty Cagan 2017-11-17
How do today’s most successful tech companies—Amazon, Google, Facebook, Netflix, Tesla—design,
develop, and deploy the products that have earned the love of literally billions of people around the world?
Perhaps surprisingly, they do it very differently than the vast majority of tech companies. In INSPIRED,
technology product management thought leader Marty Cagan provides readers with a master class in how
to structure and staff a vibrant and successful product organization, and how to discover and deliver
technology products that your customers will love—and that will work for your business. With sections on
assembling the right people and skillsets, discovering the right product, embracing an effective yet
lightweight process, and creating a strong product culture, readers can take the information they learn and
immediately leverage it within their own organizations—dramatically improving their own product efforts.
Whether you’re an early stage startup working to get to product/market fit, or a growth-stage company
working to scale your product organization, or a large, long-established company trying to regain your
ability to consistently deliver new value for your customers, INSPIRED will take you and your product
organization to a new level of customer engagement, consistent innovation, and business success. Filled
with the author’s own personal stories—and profiles of some of today’s most-successful product managers
and technology-powered product companies, including Adobe, Apple, BBC, Google, Microsoft, and
Netflix—INSPIRED will show you how to turn up the dial of your own product efforts, creating technology
products your customers love. The first edition of INSPIRED, published ten years ago, established itself as
the primary reference for technology product managers, and can be found on the shelves of nearly every
successful technology product company worldwide. This thoroughly updated second edition shares the
same objective of being the most valuable resource for technology product managers, yet it is completely
new—sharing the latest practices and techniques of today’s most-successful tech product companies, and
the men and women behind every great product.
Summary: Lean Customer Development - BusinessNews Publishing 2015-07-01
The must-read summary of Cindy Alvarez's book: "Lean Customer Development: Building Products Your
Customers Will Buy". This complete summary of the ideas from Cindy Alvarez's book "Lean Customer
Development" demonstrates how traditional companies develop a new product and then look for ways to
lean-customer-development

market it. According to Alvarez, a better approach is ‘Lean Customer Development’, which identifies a
customer need and then creates a product to satisfy it. From talking to real customers about their product
needs to analysing their answers and deciding what to build, this summary will take you through each step
of the process. Added-value of this summary: • Save time • Understand the needs of your customers •
Create products that your customers will pay for To learn more, read “Lean Customer Development” and
get to know your customers’ needs and develop products to satisfy them!
Build Better Products - Laura Klein 2016-11-01
It’s easier than ever to build a new product. But developing a great product that people actually want to
buy and use is another story. Build Better Products is a hands-on, step-by-step guide that helps teams
incorporate strategy, empathy, design, and analytics into their development process. You’ll learn to develop
products and features that improve your business’s bottom line while dramatically improving customer
experience.
The Four Steps to the Epiphany - Steve Blank 2020-03-17
The bestselling classic that launched 10,000 startups and new corporate ventures - The Four Steps to the
Epiphany is one of the most influential and practical business books of all time. The Four Steps to the
Epiphany launched the Lean Startup approach to new ventures. It was the first book to offer that startups
are not smaller versions of large companies and that new ventures are different than existing ones.
Startups search for business models while existing companies execute them. The book offers the practical
and proven four-step Customer Development process for search and offers insight into what makes some
startups successful and leaves others selling off their furniture. Rather than blindly execute a plan, The
Four Steps helps uncover flaws in product and business plans and correct them before they become costly.
Rapid iteration, customer feedback, testing your assumptions are all explained in this book. Packed with
concrete examples of what to do, how to do it and when to do it, the book will leave you with new skills to
organize sales, marketing and your business for success. If your organization is starting a new venture, and
you're thinking how to successfully organize sales, marketing and business development you need The Four
Steps to the Epiphany. Essential reading for anyone starting something new. The Four Steps to the
Epiphany was originally published by K&S Ranch Publishing Inc. and is now available from Wiley. The
cover, design, and content are the same as the prior release and should not be considered a new or updated
product.
The Lean Entrepreneur - Brant Cooper 2016-03-21
Leverage the framework of visionaries to innovate, disrupt, and ultimately succeed as an entrepreneur The
Lean Entrepreneur, Second Edition banishes the "Myth of the Visionary" and shows you how you can
implement proven, actionable techniques to create products and disrupt existing markets on your way to
entrepreneurial success. The follow-up to the New York Times bestseller, this great guide combines the
concepts of customer insight, rapid experimentation, and actionable data from the Lean Startup
methodology to allow individuals, teams, or even entire companies to solve problems, create value, and
ramp up their vision quickly and efficiently. The belief that innovative outliers like Steve Jobs and Bill Gates
have some super-human ability to envision the future and build innovative products to meet needs that have
yet to arise is a fallacy that too many fall prey to. This 'Myth of the Visionary' does nothing but get in the
way of talented managers, investors, innovators, and entrepreneurs. Taking a proven, measured approach,
The Lean Entrepreneur will have you engaging customers, reducing time to market and budgets, and
stressing your organization's focus on the power of loyal customers to build powerhouse new products and
companies. This guide will show you how to: Apply actionable tips and tricks from successful lean
entrepreneurs with proven track records Leverage the Innovation Spectrum to disrupt markets and create
altogether new markets Use minimum viable products to drive strategy and conduct efficient market
testing Quickly develop cross-functional innovation teams to overcome typical startup roadblocks The Lean
Entrepreneur is your complete guide to getting your startup moving in the right direction quickly and
hyper-efficiently.
Lean Product and Process Development, 2nd Edition - Allen C. Ward 2014-03-05
"The P-51 Mustang—perhaps the finest piston engine fighter ever built—was designed and put into flight in
just a few months. Specifications were finalized on March 15, 1940; the airfoil prototype was complete on
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September 9; and the aircraft made its maiden flight on October 26. Now that is a lean development
process!" —Allen Ward and Durward Sobek, commenting on the development of the P-51 Mustang and its
exemplary use of trade-off curves. Shingo Research and Professional Publication Award recipient, 2008
Despite attempts to interpret and apply lean product development techniques, companies still struggle with
design quality problems, long lead times, and high development costs. To be successful, lean product
development must go beyond techniques, technologies, conventional concurrent engineering methods,
standardized engineering work, and heavyweight project managers. Allen Ward showed the way. In a truly
groundbreaking first edition of Lean Product and Process Development, Ward delivered -- with passion and
penetrating insights that cannot be found elsewhere -- a comprehensive view of lean principles for
developing and sustaining product and process development. In the second edition, Durward Sobek,
professor of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering at Montana State University—and one of Ward’s
premier students—edits and reorganizes the original text to make it more accessible and actionable. This
new edition builds on the first one by: Adding five in-depth and inspiring case studies. Including insightful
new examples and illustrations. Updating concepts and tools based on recent developments in product
development. Expanding the discussion around the critical concept of set-based concurrent engineering.
Adding a more detailed table of contents and an index to make the book more accessible and user-friendly.
The True Purpose of Product Development Ward’s core thesis is that the very aim of the product
development process is to create profitable operational value streams, and that the key to doing so
predictably, efficiently, and effectively is to create useable knowledge. Creating useable knowledge
requires learning, so Ward also creates a basic learning model for development. But Ward not only
describes the technical tools needed to make lean product and process development actually work. He also
delineates the management system, management behaviors, and mental models needed. In this
breakthrough text, Ward: Asks fundamental questions about the purpose and “value added” in product
development so you gain a crystal clear understanding of essential issues. Shows you how to find the most
common forms of “knowledge waste” that plagues product development. Identifies four “cornerstones” of
lean product development gleaned from the practices of successful companies like Toyota and its partners,
and explains how they differ from conventional practices. Gives you specific, practical recommendations for
establishing your own lean development processes. Melds observations of effective teamwork from his
military background, engineering fundamentals from his education and personal experience, design
methodology from his research, and theories about management and learning from his study of history and
experiences with customers. Changes your thinking forever about product development.
Talking to Humans - Giff Constable 2014-09-24
Talking to Humans is a practical guide to the qualitative side of customer development, an indispensable
skill for vetting and improving any new startup or innovation. This book will teach you how to structure and
run effective customer interviews, find candidates, and turn learnings into action.
Entrepreneur's Guide To The Lean Brand - Jeremiah Gardner 2014-10-08
Goodbye, old-school branding. Hello, innovation. As much as traditional branding may flinch at the idea, the
great brands emerging today are no longer being developed by a “brand genius” on the 40th floor of a
Madison Avenue high rise. Today, great brand development isn’t about genius, it’s about the discovery of
value. The Lean Brand is the first book to apply lean principles to the marketing black box of branding
empowering innovators to experiment often, iterate quickly, and discover the winning relationship with
their audience. Just as with “lean startup,” where you are attempting to eliminate the waste in building
products no one wants, “lean branding” is about eliminating the waste of building a brand no one wants a
relationship with. The cost of failing to innovate with your brand? Millions of dollars in lost sales, missed
opportunities for growth, and countless unsatisfied customers. This is not new jargon for old thinking, but a
fundamental shift in how brand development works. The Lean Brand is the new blueprint for building valuebased relationships with passionate customers. Distilling years of experience on the front lines of startup
marketing and the lean startup movement, Jeremiah Gardner teams up with New York Times bestselling
author Brant Cooper to reveal: How to implement Lean Brand Innovation To Discover, Create & Deliver
New ValueNew startup marketing techniques for Parallel Innovation between product management, brand
strategy, and business cultureHow to optimize your branding strategy to discover, develop and build
lean-customer-development
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passionate customersHow startups can eliminate waste in their customer development and brand strategy
using The Lean Brand FrameworkHow to use lean startup Viability Experiments to test and iterate your
brand for high growthA set of practical tools called the Lean Brand Stack to help you iterate quickly, learn
as much as you can, and build passionate relationships with your audienceGreat brands must do more than
just satisfy customers; they must create passionate ones. The Lean Brand shows you how to develop
meaningful relationships with your audience, based on a shared journey of value creation. Whether
incrementally improving an existing brand, re-branding your enterprise, or building the next great startup,
the winning relationship with your audience will come from a process of discovery. This book lays out a
brand innovation framework for you to study, practice and iterate on, and eventually make your own.
Trajectory: Startup - Dave Parker 2021-03-30
Have a startup idea? Want to launch it fast? People often spend years on working on startup ideas that
fail—and they could have known long before, had they asked the hard questions earlier. Five-time tech
founder Dave Parker has been there, and in Trajectory: Startup he offers a path to get you from ideation to
launch and revenue in just six months. With a track record of starting companies from scratch, raising both
angel and venture capital, and participating in eight exits as founder, operator, and board member,
Parker's experience is practical and actionable. Having sold three of his own startups and closed two,
Parker learned just as much from his failures as from his successes, and he brings this wit and wisdom into
his writing in a transparent way. Parker shares advice on: • What makes a good idea that makes money •
Recruiting and working with cofounders • Asking customers what product they want (customer
development) • How to build a tech product even as a non-tech founder • How to get out of your head, ship
a product, and make your first sale Trajectory: Startup removes the mystery from the startup process and
outlines a roadmap of tasks and timeframes, with monthly milestones and resources. This pre-accelerator
program will help you get the momentum you need. Skip the Executive MBA and go make money! This
guide makes starting a company accessible to a broad range of founders, investors, and employees who
have the spark of innovation and drive to follow their dreams.
The Lean Entrepreneur - Brant Cooper 2013-01-23
You are not a Visionary... yet. The Lean Entrepreneur shows you how to become one. Most of us believe
entrepreneurial visionaries are born, not made. Our media glorify business outliers like Bezos, Branson,
Gates, and Jobs as heroes with X-ray vision who can look to the future, see clearly what will be, imagine a
fully formed product or experience and then, simply make the vision real. Many in our entrepreneur
community still believe that to be visionary, we must merely execute on a seemingly good idea and ignore
all doubt. With this mindset, companies build doomed products in a vacuum; enterprises make ill-fated
innovation investment decisions; and employees and shareholders come along for an uncomfortable ride.
Falling prey to the Myth of the Visionary confuses talented entrepreneurs, product managers, innovators
and investors. It leads us to heartbreaking, costly and preventable failures in new product and venture
development. The Lean Entrepreneur moves us beyond this myth. It combines powerful customer insight,
rapid experimentation and easily actionable data from the Lean Startup methodology to empower
individuals, companies, and entire teams to evolve their vision, solve problems, and create value at the
speed of the Internet. Anyone can be visionary. The Lean Entrepreneur shows you how to: Apply actionable
tips, tricks and hacks from successful lean entrepreneurs. Leverage the Innovation Spectrum to disrupt
existing markets and create new ones. Drive strategies for efficient market testing with Minimal Viable
Products. Engage customers with Viability Testing and radically reduce time and budget for product
development. Rapidly create cross-functional innovation teams that devour roadblocks and set new
benchmarks. Bring your organization critical focus on the power of loyal customers and valuable products
you can build to serve them. Leverage instructive tools, skill-building exercises, and worksheets along with
bonus online videos.
Business Model Generation - Alexander Osterwalder 2013-02-01
Business Model Generation is a handbook for visionaries, game changers, and challengers striving to defy
outmoded business models and design tomorrow's enterprises. If your organization needs to adapt to harsh
new realities, but you don't yet have a strategy that will get you out in front of your competitors, you need
Business Model Generation. Co-created by 470 "Business Model Canvas" practitioners from 45 countries,
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the book features a beautiful, highly visual, 4-color design that takes powerful strategic ideas and tools, and
makes them easy to implement in your organization. It explains the most common Business Model patterns,
based on concepts from leading business thinkers, and helps you reinterpret them for your own context.
You will learn how to systematically understand, design, and implement a game-changing business model-or analyze and renovate an old one. Along the way, you'll understand at a much deeper level your
customers, distribution channels, partners, revenue streams, costs, and your core value proposition.
Business Model Generation features practical innovation techniques used today by leading consultants and
companies worldwide, including 3M, Ericsson, Capgemini, Deloitte, and others. Designed for doers, it is for
those ready to abandon outmoded thinking and embrace new models of value creation: for executives,
consultants, entrepreneurs, and leaders of all organizations. If you're ready to change the rules, you belong
to "the business model generation!"
The Customer-Driven Playbook - Travis Lowdermilk 2017-06-20
Despite the wide acceptance of Lean approaches and customer-development strategies, many product
teams still have difficulty putting these principles into meaningful action. That’s where The CustomerDriven Playbook comes in. This practical guide provides a complete end-to-end process that will help you
understand customers, identify their problems, conceptualize new ideas, and create fantastic products
they’ll love. To build successful products, you need to continually test your assumptions about your
customers and the products you build. This book shows team leads, researchers, designers, and managers
how to use the Hypothesis Progression Framework (HPF) to formulate, experiment with, and make sense of
critical customer and product assumptions at every stage. With helpful tips, real-world examples, and
complete guides, you’ll quickly learn how to turn Lean theory into action. Collect and formulate your
assumptions into hypotheses that can be tested to unlock meaningful insights Conduct experiments to
create a continual cadence of learning Derive patterns and meaning from the feedback you’ve collected
from customers Improve your confidence when making strategic business and product decisions Track the
progression of your assumptions, hypotheses, early ideas, concepts, and product features with step-by-step
playbooks Improve customer satisfaction by creating a consistent feedback loop
Lean Customer Development - Cindy Alvarez 2017-08-30
How do you develop products that people will actually use and buy? This practical guide shows you how to
validate product and company ideas through customer development research—before you waste months
and millions on a product or service that no one needs or wants. With a combination of open-ended
interviewing and fast and flexible research techniques, you’ll learn how your prospective customers behave,
the problems they need to solve, and what frustrates and delights them. These insights may shake your
assumptions, but they’ll help you reach the "ah-ha!" moments that inspire truly great products. Validate or
invalidate your hypothesis by talking to the right people Learn how to conduct successful customer
interviews play-by-play Detect a customer’s behaviors, pain points, and constraints Turn interview insights
into Minimum Viable Products to validate what customers will use and buy Adapt customer development
strategies for large companies, conservative industries, and existing products
Implementing Lean Software Development - Mary Poppendieck 2007
"This remarkable book combines practical advice, ready-to-use techniques, anda deep understanding of why
this is the right way to develop software. I haveseen software teams transformed by the ideas in this book."
--Mike Cohn, author of Agile Estimating and Planning "As a lean practitioner myself, I have loved and used
their first book for years.When this second book came out, I was delighted that it was even better. If youare
interested in how lean principles can be useful for software developmentorganizations, this is the book you
are looking for. The Poppendiecks offer abeautiful blend of history, theory, and practice." --Alan Shalloway,
coauthor of Design Patterns Explained "I've enjoyed reading the book very much. I feel it might even be
better than thefirst lean book by Tom and Mary, while that one was already exceptionallygood! Mary
especially has a lot of knowledge related to lean techniques inproduct development and manufacturing. It's
rare that these techniques areactually translated to software. This is something no other book does
well(except their first book)." --Bas Vodde "The new book by Mary and Tom Poppendieck provides a wellwritten andcomprehensive introduction to lean principles and selected practices for softwaremanagers and
engineers. It illustrates the application of the values andpractices with well-suited success stories. I enjoyed
lean-customer-development
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reading it." --Roman Pichler "In Implementing Lean Software Development, the Poppendiecks explore
moredeeply the themes they introduced in Lean Software Development. They beginwith a compelling
history of lean thinking, then move to key areas such asvalue, waste, and people. Each chapter includes
exercises to help you apply keypoints. If you want a better understanding of how lean ideas can work
withsoftware, this book is for you." --Bill Wake, independent consultant In 2003, Mary and Tom
Poppendieck's Lean Software Development introduced breakthrough development techniques that leverage
Lean principles to deliver unprecedented agility and value. Now their widely anticipated sequel and
companion guide shows exactly how to implement Lean software development, hands-on. This new book
draws on the Poppendiecks' unparalleled experience helping development organizations optimize the entire
software value stream. You'll discover the right questions to ask, the key issues to focus on, and techniques
proven to work. The authors present case studies from leading-edge software organizations, and offer
practical exercises for jumpstarting your own Lean initiatives. Managing to extend, nourish, and leverage
agile practices Building true development teams, not just groups Driving quality through rapid feedback
and detailed discipline Making decisions Just-in-Time, but no later Delivering fast: How PatientKeeper
delivers 45 rock-solid releases per year Making tradeoffs that really satisfy customers Implementing Lean
Software Development is indispensable to anyone who wants more effective development processes-managers, project leaders, senior developers, and architects in enterprise IT and software companies alike.
SUMMARY - Lean Customer Development: Building Products Your Customers Will Buy By Cindy Alvarez Shortcut Edition 2021-06-05
* Our summary is short, simple and pragmatic. It allows you to have the essential ideas of a big book in less
than 30 minutes. By reading this summary, you will discover the secrets of customer development. You will
also discover that : taking a close interest in your customers' needs is essential to success; simple processes
can provide valuable information; you must know how to challenge your preconceived ideas, which will be
validated or invalidated by interviews with potential customers; the most important thing is not the features
that customers may ask for, but their usual behaviors and the problems they encounter. Companies often
have a false or incomplete idea of their customers' needs, which can lead them to make mistakes with
serious consequences. This can lead them to make mistakes with serious consequences. They rely too much
on preconceived ideas and do not always know how to consult their customers. Very simple processes can
enable them to gather crucial information. Based on the principles of Lean management, this book proposes
a concrete method to conduct interviews and draw the lessons necessary for the success of your company.
Adapted to all types of companies, it will give you the keys to customer-driven development. *Buy now the
summary of this book for the modest price of a cup of coffee!
The First 20 Hours - Josh Kaufman 2013-06-13
Forget the 10,000 hour rule— what if it’s possible to learn the basics of any new skill in 20 hours or less?
Take a moment to consider how many things you want to learn to do. What’s on your list? What’s holding
you back from getting started? Are you worried about the time and effort it takes to acquire new
skills—time you don’t have and effort you can’t spare? Research suggests it takes 10,000 hours to develop a
new skill. In this nonstop world when will you ever find that much time and energy? To make matters
worse, the early hours of practicing something new are always the most frustrating. That’s why it’s difficult
to learn how to speak a new language, play an instrument, hit a golf ball, or shoot great photos. It’s so
much easier to watch TV or surf the web . . . In The First 20 Hours, Josh Kaufman offers a systematic
approach to rapid skill acquisition— how to learn any new skill as quickly as possible. His method shows
you how to deconstruct complex skills, maximize productive practice, and remove common learning
barriers. By completing just 20 hours of focused, deliberate practice you’ll go from knowing absolutely
nothing to performing noticeably well. Kaufman personally field-tested the methods in this book. You’ll have
a front row seat as he develops a personal yoga practice, writes his own web-based computer programs,
teaches himself to touch type on a nonstandard keyboard, explores the oldest and most complex board
game in history, picks up the ukulele, and learns how to windsurf. Here are a few of the simple techniques
he teaches: Define your target performance level: Figure out what your desired level of skill looks like, what
you’re trying to achieve, and what you’ll be able to do when you’re done. The more specific, the better.
Deconstruct the skill: Most of the things we think of as skills are actually bundles of smaller subskills. If you
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break down the subcomponents, it’s easier to figure out which ones are most important and practice those
first. Eliminate barriers to practice: Removing common distractions and unnecessary effort makes it much
easier to sit down and focus on deliberate practice. Create fast feedback loops: Getting accurate, real-time
information about how well you’re performing during practice makes it much easier to improve. Whether
you want to paint a portrait, launch a start-up, fly an airplane, or juggle flaming chainsaws, The First 20
Hours will help you pick up the basics of any skill in record time . . . and have more fun along the way.
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Lean Customer Development (Hardcover Version) - Cindy Alvarez 2014-05-19
This practical guides shows you how to validate product and company ideas through customer development
research before you waste months and millions on a product or service that no one needs or wants. with a
combination of open-ended interviewing and fast and flexible research techniques, you'll learn how your
prospective customers behave, the problems they need to solve, and what frustrates and delights them"-Book jacket.
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